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1. Introduction. Let {Xn} be a sequence of Independent and 
identically distributed random variables each with mean zero, vari
ance unity, and finite absolute third moment ft. Let Fn denote the 
distribution function of (Xi+ • • • +Xn)/(n)112. Berry [2] and 
Esseen [4] have proved that 

(1) sup | Fn(x) - — — f * e-y'lHy \ S cfo/n"*, n = 1, 2, • • • , 

where c is a universal constant. Consider now a sequence {X(n) 
= (Xi(n), • • • , X^)} of independent and identically distributed 
random vectors in Rk each with mean vector (0, • • • , 0) and covari-
ance matrix / , the kXk identity matrix. If Pn denotes the probability 
distribution of (X& + • • • +XM)/n1/2 and $ is the standard k-
dimensional normal distribution, then it is well known that Pn con
verges weakly to <£ as »—»oo. Bergström [l] has extended (1) to this 
case, assuming finiteness of absolute third moments of the com
ponents of X(1). Since weak convergence of a sequence Qn of proba
bility measures to <ï> means that Qn(B)~>$(B) for every Borel set B 
satisfying 3>(dB) = 0, dB being the boundary of B, it seems natural to 
seek bounds of \Pn(B)— $(B)\ for such sets B (called ^-continuity 
sets). Let Q be a class of Borel sets such that, whatever be the se
quence Qn converging weakly to <i>, Qn(B)—><&(B) as n—»<*> uniformly 
for all BÇz®>- Such a class is called a ^-uniformity class. By a theorem 
of Billingsley and Topsoe [3], a class d is a <£-uniformity class if and 
only if sup{*(df06 ; B^d} | 0 as € i 0, where (dB)e is the e-neighbor-
hood of dB. This leads one naturally to consider the class Ofci(d, e0) of 
all Borel sets B for which $(dB)€^de for 0<€<e 0 , d and e0 being any 
two given positive constants. One may also consider the class Gfc*(d, e0), 
which is the largest translation-invariant subclass of Qi(df e0); this 
means that BÇE:<l*(d, e0) if and only if all translates of B belong to 
®i(d, €o). 
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